
A complete guide to the Mamiya RZ67, part two: film holder system 

 

Welcome to part two of this short but exhaustive series of articles on the Mamiya RZ67 Professional 
camera system. In part one I gave you a deep overview of the RZ67 system; its history, breadth, basic 
steps to taking your first photograph, focusing and use cases. 

Part two dives deep into the RZ’s revolving back, film backs and polaroid sheet backs. So, without 
further adieu, here’s what I cover: 
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Mamiya RZ67 film back basics 

Just like the RB, the RZ67 allows you to swap out the film back mid-roll roll and replace it with 
another if you want or need. It’s a convenient system if you begin to shoot with a black and white 
film and decide after few images to try a color emulsion; and perfect when you have changes in light, 
as you can use emulsions of different sensibilities (ISO) whenever you want. 

Like other interchangeable film back cameras – the Hasselblad V-System being one example – you 
only need multiple film holders (backs) to do that. They are not expensive (actually less than the ones 
used by the Hasselblad system). Mamiya made many of versions of their film backs, covering many 
different formats, all can be used and changed during a shoot. For rectangular versions of format 
(6×7, 6×4.5), the back can be rotated, let you choose to shoot vertically or horizontally. 

Roll film holders and Polaroid backs 



There are seven different types of roll film holders or backs for the RZ, plus the possibility to adapt 
and use RB film holders too. For the RZ system, you have: 

 Mamyia HA703 for 120 rolls and 6×7 images (10 shots) 

 Mamyia HB702 for 220 rolls and 6×7 images (20 shots) 

 Mamyia HA704 for 120 rolls and 4.5×6 images (15 shots) 

 6×6 back for 120 rolls and 6×6 images (12 shots) 

 6×6 back for 120/220 rolls and 6×6 images (12/24 shots) 

 Mamyia HP702: Polaroid film pack holder for instant images like Fuji FP100C films, makes 
around 7×7 images (10 shots) 

 Quadra 72 for Polaroid 545 4×5 sheet films or Kodak Readyload and produce 72x72mm 
square format images. 

If you want to use an RB back with an RZ camera, you will need the GR/RZ adapter for Pro-SD and 
Pro-S backs. When you use a 6×4.5 or a 6×6 back, Mamiya made a Viewfinder mask to help to 
compose images in these smaller formats. 

Polaroid 545 and Kodak Readyload films are no longer available in the market. They are hard to find, 
often sold for a crazy expensive price, and ever outdated. So you can forget the Quadra back! 

Principles of RZ67 rotating film backs and the R-M lever 

The RZ system, as the RB before it, natively shoots 6×7 format images (56mm x 69.2mm image size) 
with its standard 120 film back. The RZ system allows the photographer to rotate the film back for 
shooting in a horizontal or vertical orientation without turning the camera itself. It’s a useful function 
and one of the reasons that explains why the camera is so big. You can turn the back between one 
frame and the next and as often as you like while using a single roll. It’s easy to perform and quick 
operation. 

The RZ67’s R-M Lever sets the camera into normal exposure mode, multiple exposure mode and 
allows the film back to be rotated. The lever moves with your finger (I use my thumb). The central 
position is the position to take photos (1 image per view). And also the “normal” position. Position M 
is for multi-exposures. You set it with a finger and you shoot as many exposures on a single frame 
(take care with your accumulated exposures!) 

You put the lever back to the central position manually, too. The R position allows the back to rotate. 
Again, you set it with a finger and then rotate your film back. 

Back to the central position, we have three choices. 

 Move it with a finger 

 Move it with the cocking lever (just push it forward a little and the RM lever returns to its 
central position automatically) 



 The third way to get it back from “R” to the central position is to take a picture! When you 
press the release button at the front of the camera, the lever gets back itself to the central 
position just before the picture is taken. 

So, to rotate the film back, place the RM lever (on the right side of the camera) in the R position. 





You can then turn the back: 







You can’t shoot when the RM lever is still in the R position but softly depressing the shutter release 
button or pressing the cocking lever brings the RM lever back to its central position automatically and 
let you shoot. I used to use the cocking lever to do that. 

In short: RM lever in the “R” position allows the film back to rotate (landscape to portrait or portrait 
to landscape). To return to “normal”, a little push on the cocking lever will trigger a “click” sound and 
then you can shoot. Easy and fast. 

As you can see in the second image above, there are two orange marks on camera body, one on the 
top, and another one on the right side. You will also see a little rectangle that indicates the 
orientation of your film back (on the film back itself). When mounted on the camera, these 
rectangles line up next to each orange mark. If you look from the top down, this rectangle tells you if 
your image will be horizontal or vertical. 





It’s the same with the 6×4.5 back, except that the vertical and horizontal positions are reversed. It’s 
different with square format backs: rotating the 6×6 120 and the 220 backs is pointless and in 
addition, it’s not possible to revolve the Polaroid back. 

120 and 220 roll film backs 

To be clear, you should avoid buying the 220 film holder (HB702). 220 films are no longer 
manufactured and what expired stocks remain, offer considerably less choice. With a 220 back, you 



can only shoot 20 images, so x2 more images than with a 120! Regardless of if you use a 6×7 back, or 
a 6×6 back, (Mamiya didn’t make a 6×4.5 film back for 220), it’s really not worth it to break your head 
yourself with 220 rolls! I should note that the most usual back for 6×6 allows you to use either 120 or 
220 rolls. 

Loading film 

Two levers are placed on the right side of the film holder. Pushing both inwards opens the back: 



Take care: you can open the back even if an unfinished film is still inside. There is no locking system 
to avoid that. So, be sure your film back is empty or only contains a finished roll before opening it. 
Each time you open the RZ67’s roll film backs, the frame counter reset to zero (actually, it show a red 
“S”), even if there’s still an unfinished film inside. 

The film holder is made of two parts you can disassemble easily: 







You have then the film holder itself and a cassette (or insert) which can be separated from its holder. 

The film path is not usual, but it’s the same as the Hasselblad V system and many medium format 
cameras. Take the opportunity to remove the dust when you open your film back. 





After opening the film Holder, take the cassette (insert): 







The following details describe all operations needed to load a roll film in an RZ back. All actions 
explained are the same for 6×7 backs, 6×6 backs, and 6×4.5 backs. 

The first thing is to place the empty spool on the right side. To remove an empty spool from (from 
the left), push the little metal spindle at the bottom of the cassette and remove the empty reel as 
shown: 



To set the empty spool in the take-up position, push the little spindle on the bottom right side, and 
then place the empty roll, as shown: 

Next, push the small spindle on the bottom left, and place a new roll at the left side. Pay attention to 
the orientation or sense of the roll. It must be exactly like shown on this image: 



Pull the paper and take it through the front of the cassette like this: 







Important note: At this point, if you don’t see a black paper on this front side (and instead of a white, 
green or yellow one) the roll has been loaded the wrong way round. Stop, roll back the paper, tighten 
it and flip the roll top-to-bottom, then reinstall. The black side (inside_ of the paper must be visible as 
you can see on these images. 

With the paper wrapped around the front of the film insert slip the tip of the packing paper into the 
slit in the empty take-up spool. 



Fold the end of the inserted paper outwards (in the direction of rotation of the roll), black side to 
black side. 

Turn the big knob above the cassette, without forcing and being careful that the paper wraps without 
slipping or coming out of the slit of the empty roll. Like this… 



…until the arrow on the film paper (left & new roll side) meets the white triangle on the bottom of 
the cassette. Like shown below. Then you stop! 



Note: Lomography films have a shorter film leader at the beginning of their 120 rolls and therefore, 
to load the film correctly, it is necessary to advance the roll a little more. 



Replace the cassette in the film holder: 





Then you can close and lock the door: 





Now you can turn the big knob above the film holder until you see “1” in the view count window. The 
knob then locks to the first image. You can now mount the film holder on the back of the camera, 
and that’s it! 

If you use a film brand that is provided with a box, you can insert the end of the film box or another 
reminder in the “memo” clip on the back cover like this: 



You can also advance the film with either the cocking lever (if the back is installed on the camera), or 
with the film advance knob (above the film Holder) until you see 1 in the view count window. The RZ 
will lock then, and after removing the dark slide, you’re ready to shoot your first image! 



If you use the motor winder with the RZ, then you only have to push the “START” button on it, and 
the winder automatically winds the film to the first frame. See the “Motor winder” chapter in part 
four (coming soon!) for more detailed explanations. 

Note: If you use the Prism AE finder, make sure you’ve correctly set the desired ISO on Film Holder, 
so that the prism can use it to calculate exposure! (See below for more details) 

You might be interested in... 

 

A complete guide to the Mamiya RZ67, part five: conclusion and personal stories 

 

A complete guide to the Mamiya RZ67, part four: maintenance and miscellaneous accessories 

The dark slide 

The dark slide is a thin metal plate which allows film holder to be changed mid-roll without fogging or 
otherwise unintentionally exposing the film. It must be in place when you want to change the back. If 
not, the back is locked, and you can’t unmount it from the camera. 

The dark slide must also be removed off before making exposures. Otherwise, the camera will not let 
you shoot (a fixed red LED glows at the bottom of the viewer). There is an efficient storage slot for 
the dark slide in the rear of the back for it. 









I find that adding a little piece of gaffer helps to remove and put back the dark slide in its place and 
using colored gaffer helps if you have many film backs. For example, if you have a back with B&W 
and another with color films. It’s convenient. On my back, the gaffer is pink, and I received it like 
that. Why not? It’s funny! It also helps a lot to find it in low light conditions. On my other 120 6×7, it’s 
black, and on my 4.5×6, it’s white. 

Removing or changing a film back 

As explained previously, you can remove a back without finishing the roll currently being shot. To 
remove the film back from the RZ67, you first need to replace the dark slide (1). This is to avoid 
exposing the sensitive surface of your film to light. If the dark slide is not installed correctly, you will 
not be able to remove the film back! The bottom lever (2) will remain locked. 





Note: This security function does not work with the very first version of the HP702 instant film pack 
holder (the silver one). You can disassemble this back without the dark slide inserted in its place and 
expose the film. I think it’s why Mamiya added a wire and a big red plastic piece with the following 
versions, to remind users to put back the dark slide after using this back and before removing it from 
the camera. When using a Polaroid back, always mind putting back the dark slide before removing 
the back. 

With the dark slide returned, it’s straightforward to remove the film back from the camera: there is a 
lock on the bottom of the back, as you can see here: 







The standard 6×7 roll film back: HA703 

The HA703 is the default film back for the RZ. It uses only 120 film and you get ten images with each 
roll. 

You can find two quite identical versions of this back: a version for the first-generation Pro and a 
version for the Pro II and Pro II D. Mamiya made some minor modifications for the new version: the 
main difference between the Pro and Pro II and II Pro D backs is an additional counter view on the 
left side of the latter two models: 





This new counter view was made to help you see the frame number much better when the back is 
rotated vertically. 

You can use a Pro back with an RZ67 Pro II or Pro II D, they are usually cheaper, but also older. So, I 
recommend to buy Pro II backs because they are more recent. Also, according to a lot of online 
forums, there may be some light leak problems with the Pro version, because this back uses foam to 
stop light coming from outside, mostly around its door. 

Instead of foam, the Pro II and Pro II D backs use labyrinth gates made of solid plastic to stop the light 
and avoid problems. It’s an improvement because you don’t need to mind about the state of your 
foam seals. But, even the Pro II and Pro II D backs have a little bit of foam, under a rubber plate next 
to the door hinge. 

If you still want to purchase an original Pro back, always check to see the state of the foam seals 
before buying it, if possible. 

The 6×4.5 roll film back: HA704 





This film back allows you to shoot 6×4.5 images, and with a 120 roll, you can make 15 shots. It’s the 
same system as the 6×7 backs, and easy to use. The only significant difference is the smaller size of 
the images than the 6×7 ones. Mamiya sold a mask to help to compose your shots with this back. For 
me, this mask is essential to use with the 6×4.5 back, it was generally sold with this back (if I 
remember), but you can find a back in the second-hand market without it. And this mask is not very 
easy to find separately. 

It’s easy to install the mask, but you need to remove your focusing screen first. 





You have three small rails that hold the mask into position. The button at the right of the image 
above is used to remove it, and the notches on the left help to guide it in place. 

Focus screen mask partially removed 

One difference between this and 6×7 film back is that the 6×4.5 back’s vertical/horizontal orientation 
is reversed: 





About the mask – and it’s the same process for any 6×6 or 6×4.5 that doesn’t come with a mask – it’s 
not complicated to make a DIY one. There are a lot of tutorials on the web about that. 

The 645 has an H/V ratio that approaches a little more the one of full-frame: 
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Using 6×4.5 or 6×6 backs with a 6×7 camera is not such a weird idea if you don’t have a 6×6 or a 
6×4.5 camera and already have the RZ. Those kinds of backs much cheaper than buying a new 
medium format camera and you retain the high quality of the Mamiya lenses for your photos! 

With a 6×6 back, you can shoot 12 square frames, with the 6×4.5, you can shoot 15 frames. With its 
versatile side, the RZ allows you to test and use several different formats that all have their own 
particular qualities. And because the film backs can be swapped mid-roll, you can easily change the 
size of your images during a shoot if you have different backs. 

The Polaroid back:  HP702 





One thing to know with this back is it cannot be rotated. You can only use it in the horizontal position 
(it takes around 7 x 7 cm square images). It also has an ISO knob and electric contacts so you can use 
the AE prism with it in a semi-automatic mode. And you can recover a negative through a small 
operation with bleach in your darkroom if you want. 

The Polaroid film back was always a fantastic accessory to check your exposure before shooting with 
film. You have an instant result that proves (or not) if your lighting, framing, aperture, focal length, 
composition, and all other things are what you want or not, and if not, lets you change them. 

With this back and instant film loaded, you can control your exposure, focus, the power of your 
flashes, the light, and so on before an important shoot. Mostly during studio sessions, which could 
cost a lot of money, are always complicated to organize, do not support delays, and need a perfect 
result at the end. 

Unfortunately, the newest film available for this back is the Fuji FP100C Classic or Silk, and Fuji 
decided to stop its production in 2016. Anyway, you can still find some but those boxes cost more 
and more each month… In Europe, you can find a pack for around 50 Euros at the time I write this. 
That’s for only ten shots! It remains interesting and can still help in a lot of cases, but it’s costly and 
most will be outdated soon too! 

Note: I’m not a big fan of the Silk version, but it’s the only one I was able to find at this point in this 
review. 





I’m really disappointed by the decision of Fuji to stop the production of this film: it’s the last we can 
use with this kind of backs. I hope someday that the Impossible Project or the new Polaroid Originals 
will launch a new film compatible with this kind of needs. Otherwise, this version of backs will be 
stored indefinately in a drawer. And it would be a shame. Yes, you can use a DSLR instead, to make 
tests and controls, but it’s different. It’s not the same camera, nor the same lens. The results are 
always different! 

Maybe I’m a little too fussy… 

So if you still want to purchase a Polaroid back, think before doing it: do you really need it? If your 
answer is yes, watch out for the prices. Most are sold at a high price. Take in mind that no longer film 
will be available soon for this back! 

The silver (“metal”) one is the very first version of the Polaroid backs sold by Mamiya for the RZ (Pro). 
The black (plastic) one is the version sold by Mamiya after the launch of the RZ Pro II. Both work with 
the RZ Pro, the RZ Pro II, and the RZ Pro II D. 

Other companies also manufactured Polaroid backs. For the RZ it was Polaroid or NPC, Mamiya only 
added their own mounting plate for the RZ, with the ISO dial knob and the electronic contacts for 
metering connections. Only some versions from NPC had a darkslide holder and the ones made by 
Polaroid do not. On the second-hand market, you can sometimes find instant backs with a 
thermometer and maybe also a timer which is very useful for the developing time of all instant film, 
because the development time is very dependent on the temperature. 

 
 

With the silver version, I have to put the RM lever (right side of the camera) in the M position to be 
able to shoot. Instead, the viewfinder shows me an orange alarm which said “cock the camera,” but 
obviously, cocking the camera with the Polaroid back installed on it does nothing on the back. 
However, take care to not take multi-exposures for real with this back, when the RM lever is on 
“M”… 

You don’t have this problem with the latest ones (black). You can shoot like with any film holder 
made for the RZ. But the cocking lever does not advance the film: you need to pull out the film 
manually, wait for the processing time and peel the negative from the print. 

If you use the prism (FE701) in AE mode, you need to set the ISO there: 





You can set it between 25 ISO and 6400 ISO. 





A very important point: don’t forget to remove the big dark slide before shooting with this back: 
There is no indication in the viewfinder and the shutter is not locked if you forget to remove it. I 
often lost my first instant shot because of that. 

And also, remember to put the dark slide back in before removing this back, because there is no lock 
to prevent removing the back and expose the film! 

Note: The HP701 was made for the RB cameras, and it’s not compatible with RZ cameras unless you 
use a special adapter to use RB backs with an RZ camera. The one usable with the RZ is the HP702. 





Using an RB67 film back with an RZ67 camera 

It’s possible to use an RB back with your RZ, but you need the G adapter to adapt it to your camera. 
During a shoot, using the lever on the camera after taking an image lifts the mirror and cocks the 
shutter but does nothing to the back. 

You need to wind the film manually using the lever on the film back (Like with any RB camera). The 
RM lever must be set on M position only. If the lever is set to its regular place (central), the shutter 
will not release. Mind to wind the film using the lever on the back between each shot. Otherwise, 
you will really take multi-exposures images. 

Onward to part three 

Next up is the real meat of this series, a look at the ~27 lenses for the RZ67, plus teleconverters, 
macro extension tubes and other accessories. 

I’d love to hear what you think so far, and if you have any suggestions for expanding what’s already 
covered. Over to you! 

 


